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Max-Insight is a suite of web-based tools designed by patent attorneys to help you
analyze patents and to facilitate patent operations. Acclaimed Max-Insight tools such
as the Patent Term Estimator and the Patent Family Tree Generator have been used by
Fortune 500 companies and leading law firms.
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Max-Insight

Enterprise Plan
For company-wide unlimited usage of the tools, up to 10 users - $500/mo.**

Unlimited Users and Unlimited Usage - $1,000/mo. **
** Paid Annually
Tools

Free
for a month

Bronze

Silver

Gold

Patent Term Estimator
(No. of calculations/month)

5*

10

25

50

Patent Family Tree (No. of
Maps/month)

1*

5

10

25

IDS Generator
(No. of Statements/month)

2*

5

10

25

Claim Chart Generator
(No. of Charts/month)

5*

10

25

Enterprise
Unlimited Users

USPTO Widget
Claim Set Comparison Tool
Reference Annotator
Patent Maintenance Fee
PAIR Uploader

-

Reference Picker
IFW File Splitter
Foreign Filing Fee Calculator
Has This Patent Been
Litigated?
Patent PDF Extractor (OCR)
Patent Assignment Tracker
(No. of Alerts)

1

2

3

5

10

PAIR Alert - 3 Months Free
Trail (No. of Applications)

-

5

10

15

15

Email

Email/Chat

Email/Chat/
Phone

Email/Chat/
Phone

Email/Chat/
Phone

*Free for a
month

$199/yr

$299/yr

$599/yr

Contact Us

Pricing Details

Contact us for Enterprise plan at bd@maxval.com

Custom Tools |

Unlimited
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Support
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Max-Insight

Max-Insight Tools

Invent
Pre-filing Searching

Patent Term Estimator

The term of a patent is 20 years from the earliest claimed priority
date (or longer of 17 years from the issue date or 20 years from
the earliest claimed priority date if the patent application was filed
on or before June 8, 1995). 35 USC & 154.

Search
Prior Art Search
Competitive Analysis
Patent/PAIR Alerts
Patent Mapping

Prosecute
Paralegal Services
Docketing
Max-PAIR *
Max-Extract and Audit *
Max-Insight *

Patent Family Tree

The Patent Family Tree Generator (PFTG) is used to generate
patent family trees for given patents. Givena patent #,
application # orpublication #, PFTG will generate agraphical tree
representation of thefamily based on Genealogy...

Claim Set Comparison Tool

Ever wondered how the claims changed between the published
application and the issued patent? Frustrated with figuring out the
difference between the U.S. claims and the foreign counterpart
claims? This handy tool compares two sets of claims and
highlights the difference between them. The comparison chart
can be displayed in a new browser window or downloaded as a
Word or Excel file.

Illustration
IDS Generator

Max-IDS *

How many hours of your life have you spent on generating EFSready information disclosure statements? All that is about to
change. IDS Generator is a web-based tool that helps you fill out
an IDS form quickly, accurately, and efficiently. Simply enter patent
or publication number(s) or copy and paste from a document
(Word or Excel) and this amazing tool will generate a USPTOapproved EFS-ready document for you.

Symphony *

Issue
Issue Fee Review
Patent Term Adjustment

PAIR Uploader

PTA Wizard *

PAIR Uploader v1.0BETA is a desktop application designed and it
is one time setup which allows users to upload all the EFS ready
documents in bulk to PAIR. PAIR UploaderBETA is now integrated
with our Max-Insight. After the initial setup, users can drag and
drop the EFS ready documents into the corresponding categories/
folders and the tool takes care of the rest.

Profreading
Annuity Payer

Monetize
Landscape Reports
Litigation Database *
Patent Assignment Recordation

USPTO Widget

Tired of searching multiple USPTO databases using strict
formatting to get the information you need? This online tool
searches various USPTO databases to display bibliographic
details, publication full text, patent full text, assignment details,
and maintenance fees in one easy...

* MaxVal Product

Claim Chart Generator

This online tool automatically creates a claim chart template for
the requested patent number. The claim chart can be generated in
different formats like Word, Excel or HTML.The tool can generate
charts either for all claims or for independent claims only (check
the ...

Reference Annotator
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The Reference Annotator tool is intended to provide a user with
the ability to mark-up ...
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Max-Insight
Patent Maintenance Fee

Maxval’s Patent Proofreading service mitigates risk, saves time
and reduces your costs.

Reference Picker
Reference Picker 3.0 is a downloadable software tool
that enables you to easily extract the US references,
foreign references and other references from any patent
specification (.rtf, .doc). The extracted references are
displayed in MS Excel Format with links to the respective
pages and are also concurrently...
IFW File Splitter

IFW File splitter 1.0 is a downloadable software tool that enables
you to easily extract the bookmarks from the File History PDF file
into individual PDF files. Bulk IFW File Splitter option helps to split
more than one File History PDF file in one click. This tool also
helps to merge more than one PDF files in a folder into a single
file.

Has This Patent Been Litigated?

This free tool checks our Litigation Databank to verify if the patent
has been involved in any litigation (US District courts, CAFC, ITC
and Supreme Court cases).

Patent PDF Extractor (OCR)

Tired of downloading one PDF at a time? This patent PDF
Extractor will download PDFs in bulk and send you the link once
completed. Optionally you can have the PDFs OCRed at $2.99/
patent.

Patent Assignment Tracker

Patent Assignment Tracker send automated email alerts to you
when assignments relating to target applications/patents/entities
of interest are recorded.

PAIR Alert

Track patent applications of your own or competitors’ through one
of MaxVal’s monitoring solutions.

Foreign Filing Fee Calculator
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This simple tool - Foreign Filing Fee Estimator - is a valuable
resource for Practitioners filing in multiple countries that
produces cost estimates for the various countries that an
applicant is interested filing an application in Given the PCT
publication number as the input or a few basic fields such as
Entity, Pages, claims, etc., and selecting the countries from the
list (multiple countries can be selected), the tool automatically
generates all the estimates with a detailed breakdown like search,
examination, filing fees, etc. Please note that this is a tool in
BETA version and hence just a few countries are added now. Will
continue to include more countries based on your feedback. Feel
free to use the tool and let us know your feedback/comments/
suggestions.
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